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Description
The admin UI for the schedular contains some help text that is strangely totally untranslateable.
/templates/tiki-admin_schedulers.tpl contains this at line 147:
{remarksbox type="note" title="{tr}Information{/tr}"}
{tr}Use CRON format to enter the values in "Run Time":
<br>
Minute, Hour, Day of Month, Month, Day of Week
<br>
Eg. every 5 minutes: */5 * * * *{/tr}
{/remarksbox}

Since the text is correctly enclosed in tr in curly braces. I am at a loss why this is the case, and why it
throws no error?

Also, I seem unable to translate the task descriptions. These are ConsoleCommand, ShellCommand,
HTTPGetCommand. I cannot even ﬁnd the location where they are set. While I ﬁgure that admins who want
to use schedulers might understand those terms, so task descriptors are slightly less important, but the
help text about CRON syntax isn't.
Importance
5
Easy to solve?
10 easy
Priority
50
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

hman 23 Jul 20 11:34 GMT-0000
Maybe the line breaks disturb tr/tra ? Or the hard line breaks in the text? Or the tabs
(!)?

hman 23 Jul 20 16:19 GMT-0000
Found the solution. But it's stuﬀ you can become crazy when ﬁguring out. Remember,
you have to view the settings of scheduler (which is two clicks), look what's rendered
wrong, make corrections to custom.php, ftp upload custom.php, then go back to
general settings, open cache management (or paste the URL), empty cache, go back
to general settings, view scheduler settings and check to outcome of your changes,
and you have to do this for each and every turnaround anew... (So that makes hell of
a turnaround time
The solution is this string, that each and every translation needs in custom.php:

"Use CRON format to enter the values in \"Run
Time\":\n\t\t\t\t<br>\n\t\t\t\tMinute, Hour, Day of Month, Month, Day of
Week\n\t\t\t\t<br>\n\t\t\t\tEg. every 5 minutes: */5 * * * *" => "CRONFormat verwenden für neue Ausführungszeiten:<BR>Minute, Stunde, Tag des
Monats, Monat, Wochentag<BR>z.B. alle 5 Minuten: */5 * * * *",

(I was right, hard line breaks and tabs are to blame. But as nonprinting characters you
don't easily see them. To diagnose, you either have to copy & paste the string into a
hex editor, or delete one character at a time and watch what's happening. With
newlines and tabs the diﬃcult part is that for the visible result the order of them is
irrelevant, but NOT for tra() pattern matchin
Devs, please DON'T use hard line breaks and tabs in strings by inserting raw ASCII. It
is okay in code to get a structured listing, but NOT in strings (and by the way, you do
not even know how they are visualized on the user's browser, as height and/or width
might be restricted).
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